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Seeking a greater adventure than bringing law and order to the untamed Texas frontier, Texas

Ranger Jesse â€œHeckâ€• Carson, along with his friend, Tommy Jergsen, enlist in the Confederate

Cavalry. They are placed in a special unit tasked with stopping the murderous Jayhawkers who

have been carrying on a guerilla war against civilians in Missouri. Heck and his men face the

expected horrors of war, but what they didnâ€™t expect was to find themselves in the middle of a

private war where they donâ€™t know who to trust and where the lines between friend and enemy

mean nothing. In order to do what is right, they must make decisions that will forever change the

course of their lives and which thrusts them into a battle far more violent than anything they ever

expected. Excerpts:Heck positioned himself just below the ridgeline where the declivity offered

protection and a perfect line of fire on the enemy as well. Drawing a bead on one of the warriors,

Heck opened fire, dropping one, and then two of the braves. Several were grouped together, and

made too tempting a target for Heck to pass up. Firing as fast as he could lever a fresh round,

Heckâ€™s bullets found their mark, sending two of the Indians over the edge of the cliff and to their

deaths, two hundred feet below.With nowhere else to go, the Jayhawkers began diving over the

bank to the creek down below. It was a dangerous height to jump from, but it was better than facing

the deadly fire that was claiming so many of their comrades. Heck continued firing at the fleeing

men and brought down one more before the sound of a bugle diverted his attention. â€œItâ€™s the

Federals, boys,â€• Heck heard a voice call out over the gunfire and sounds of the dying. He spun his

horse around in the direction of the approaching army, and got off three quick shots. His bullets

found their mark, and two men fell from their horses. After hitting the ground, they were instantly

trampled under the hooves of their comradesâ€™ horses.As he spurred his horse forward, his head

began to spin, and he felt an intense burning in his gut. Looking down, Heck noticed that his shirt

was soaked in blood, and the burning sensation became almost more than he could stand. He

guessed that kid hadnâ€™t been as bad a shot as he had thought, and suddenly Heck didnâ€™t feel

quite so bad about having killed him.While he tried to figure out how the five of them would fight off

a whole company of soldiers, the train exploded in a flash of blue and orange flame, that sent pieces

of wood and steel flying in the air. The blast killed many soldiers, evidenced by the body parts that

littered the terrain for fifty feet in every direction. The dynamite had evened the odds somewhat, but

Heck still counted ten men on horseback headed up the slope toward him.Heck dug his spurs

deeply into his horse and raced towards his friend. He grabbed his knife from his boot and stood up

in the saddle. With knife in hand, Heck waited until the last possible moment and then leapt forward.

Grabbing the rope with one hand, he slashed at it with his knife, and both men fell to the ground



hard. Standing over them, however, was the remaining soldier. With an evil grin on his face that

seemed strangely out of place given the young manâ€™s age, he pointed his pistol at the two men.

Calmly pulling the hammer back, the soldier gave a wink and pulled the trigger. John Spiars is the

author of Riders of the Lone Star and Hell and Half of Texas of the Heck Carson Series. He is both

a writer and amateur historian with a passion for the history and myths of the "Old West". His dream

is to keep alive the western genre for the this generation and all of those to come, while both

entertaining and educating readers of all ages. He is a native Texan, and lives in North Texas with

his wife, four children, and two dogs. When not writing western novels he maintains a blog about

Texas history and travel called Under the Lone Star.
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Great book. I like that you did not over-play the James boys as most do. Plot was fascinating and

unpredictable, characters were well developed. I was selfishly disappointed the story did not



continue to its conclusion. It is my opinion your book is one of the best I've read. But for reducing

the number of words to paint a scene, this book is on par with L'Amour. Good job.

Wow, I must say I have really enjoyed these books. I really hope there will be a third book so we

can read how Tommy's death was revenge and who is behind it all. This book leaves you hanging.

So I really look forward to book three. Thank you John Spiars for a great read.

I enjoyed this book even more than the first. The author has a way of developing his characters so

that you become very attached to them or you want them thrown "under the jail". I'm rooting for

Heck, August, and their new Friend Red.

I like stories about old Texas and the Rangers. Spiars spins a good story with fun to read about

characters. I enjoyed the first book in the Heck Carson series and I wasn't disappointed with book

two. Looking forward to the next book, don't keep us waiting too long John.

Really. Good story. Lot. Of country. Involved. Texas. Tenn, mississppi,Kansas , Arkansas lot. Of.

Space. Good. Story. Lot of. History

A good book. Written well and followed a planned path to a conclusion that says you are going to

have to get the next book.

Good book with lots of twist and turns, good from beginning to the very end. Kept my attention and

interest.
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